
Everyone has a model of perfection, and for a lot of us, those models are celebrities, whether 
it’s Rihanna’s nose or Kendall Jenner’s nipples. Going under the knife to look like a celebrity is 
nothing new, but what is ever-changing are the celebrity body parts and trends that inspire 
what we want. 
	  

A decade ago, it might have been Jennifer Lopez’s butt that was taking over the plastic surgery 
industry. Now, there’s a new booty in town. Plastic surgery trends come and ago, but our love 
for celebrities as a whole has never faltered. If you head to your local plastic surgeon’s office, 
you might find a waiting room filled with pictures of these stars. Find out the celebrities (and 
body parts) shaping the plastic surgery industry today. 
	  

Rihanna's Nose 
Rivaling Markle's nose is Rihanna's. Dr. Melissa Doft, a plastic surgeon in New York, cites 

Rihanna's schnoz as one of the top inspirations for nose jobs. Just below her is Markle and 

Justin Bieber. As for what it is about Rih's nose that's making people go gaga, Doft believes 

that it's the straightness of her snout, the subtle upturn of her tip and the fact that it lies close 

to her face. However, that could all change when a new celebrity nose comes to town. 

“There are several different noses that people come in asking for. There’s always a new nose 

everyone wants,” Doft told PopSugar. “Rihanna’s nose definitely gets commented on.” She 

added, “They like the symmetry, the little upturn, and the fact that it’s straight. “It doesn’t 

project too far from their face.” 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

 

 

Direct Link: http://stylecaster.com/celeb-body-parts-plastic-surgery-trends/slide10  


